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inorganic nanoparticles with
associated functionality for catalytic
transformation of biomass substrates†

Alicia Coloma, Alexandra Velty * and Urbano Dı́az *

We present the one-pot synthesis of functionalized organosilica nanoparticles to generate multi-functional

hybrid catalysts. Octadecyl, alkyl-thiol and alkyl-amino moieties were used separately and in different

combinations, to generate different hybrid spherical nanoparticles with tunable acidic, basic and

amphiphilic properties, covalently incorporating up to three organic functional elements onto the

surface of the nanoparticles. Several parameters were optimised such as the concentration of the base

employed during the hydrolysis and condensation synthesis process that showed a strong influence on

the particle size. The physico-chemical properties of the hybrid materials were fully characterized by

XRD, elemental and thermogravimetric analysis, electron microscopy, nitrogen adsorption isotherms and
13C and 29Si NMR spectroscopy. Finally, the potential uses of the prepared materials as amphiphilic

catalysts, with acidic or basic properties for the conversion of biomass molecules into platform

chemicals were evaluated.
Introduction

Climate change is one of the main challenges that humanity
faces today. Greenhouse gases are responsible for global
warming and carbon dioxide (CO2) is the most important
among them, with human activities altering the carbon cycle by
adding more CO2 to the atmosphere. Decarbonization has
become a global imperative and a priority to save the planet.
Then, the use of biomass as a renewable feedstock for the
production of fuels and chemicals has received much attention
by the scientic community to ensure the sustainable devel-
opment of human society.1,2 The design and production of
chemicals and fuels while reducing or eliminating the use and
generation of hazardous substances is the goal of green chem-
istry. Therein, catalysis plays a key role, and in particular
heterogeneous catalysis because of the environmentally friendly
nature of its recyclable nature attributed to simple separation
and recovery, as well as its applicability to ow reactors. Owing
to high surface area, tunable composition (multiple active
species), adjustable particle morphology and porous architec-
ture, heterogeneous catalysts offer versatile physicochemical
and sorption properties for the design and development of
efficient and green catalytic processes.
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Anchoring organocatalysts on inorganic surfaces, it was
a successful approach to heterogenize active and selective
functions to obtain specic multi-functional organic–inorganic
materials. These hybrid solids contain several supported well-
dened active species regularly distributed and separated at
controlled molecular distances, without loss of activity or
deactivation.3,4 Among the different supporting surfaces,
amorphous silica works as excellent support for the synthesis of
functional catalysts due to the large number of hydroxyl groups
located on its external surface.5 Furthermore, they have high
thermal stability and recyclability.6,7 In addition, silica alkoxides
(organosilanes) can be incorporated on the silica surface by
reaction with the mentioned silanol groups through hydrolysis
(acid or basic) processes. In this way, organic functional groups
can be introduced into a solid matrix, as well as modify the
hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties of the silica used as
support.8,9 Within siliceous materials, the formation of compact
silica nanoparticles has gained great interest in recent years due
to their high stability, low toxicity and fast and simple synthesis.
Moreover, they can be used as individual elements in which
a variety of well-dispersed active sites can be placed, being also
possible stabilize the control of the nanoparticle size.10 The
functionalization of thesementioned silica nanoparticles would
allow the design of hybrid organic–inorganic materials with
unique properties for their application in specic elds.5,11

These materials have been already used as sensors,12 insula-
tors,13 in nanomedicine14,15 or in catalysis.16 In addition, multi-
functional hybrid catalysts are of great interest for carrying out
cascade reactions.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Scheme 1 Stöber method scheme and conditions used for nano-
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In the present work, we describe the one-pot preparation of
different mono-, bi- and tri-functionalized silica nanoparticles
to generate multi-functional catalysts. For this purpose, octa-
decyl, alkyl thiol and alkyl amine groups, from monomeric
organosilane precursors, were used separately and in different
combinations. Several parameters were optimised such as the
concentration of the base employed during the synthesis
process that showed a strong inuence on the particle size. The
physico-chemical properties of the hybrid materials were fully
characterized by XRD, elemental and thermogravimetric anal-
ysis, electron microscopy, nitrogen adsorption isotherms and
13C and 29Si NMR spectroscopy. Non-porous organosilica
materials were obtained with a spherical morphology and
a thermal stability up to 250–300 °C. Spectroscopic studies
conrmed the covalent incorporation of the distinct organic
moieties on the surface of the silica nanoparticles and their
integrity.

Next, the catalytic properties of the prepared materials as
amphiphilic catalysts with acidic or basic properties were eval-
uated in the conversion of biomass molecules into valuable
platform chemicals. Over the past ve decades, 5-hydrox-
ymethylfurfural (HMF) has emerged as one of the most prom-
ising biochemical platforms as a new and sustainable
alternative to value chains based on increasingly scarce fossil
resources. The most widely described route for the production
of HMF is the acid catalysed dehydration of a hexose (fructose).
Currently, there are no cost-effective processes to obtain HMF
and worldwide production is not sufficient to use HMF as
a renewable and readily available platform molecule, due to the
low yield and stability of HMF in acidic media. It has been
widely reported that the best solvent for the dehydration of
fructose to HMF to inhibit self-condensation and rehydration
reactions is DMSO.17–19 However, the energetic cost of distilla-
tion as well as the loss of yield during distillation force to look
for other alternatives, such as the development of biphasic
media using Lewis and Brønsted acids and organocatalysts,20

allowing the continuous extraction of HMF from the aqueous
phase and from contact with the catalyst to avoid side reac-
tions,21,22 or the use of ionic liquids.23 Nevertheless, the main
issue remains the production of HMF with high isolated yield,
selectivity and purity. Herein, the benets of C18 hydrocarbon
chains (–C18) over the catalytic performance of mono-
functionalized silica nanoparticles with propyl-sulfonic groups
(–SO3H) were shown for the fructose dehydration in a biphasic
system. On the other hand, the isomerization of glucose to
fructose is an important intermediate step for the conversion of
cellulosic biomass to renewable fuels and chemical platforms
such as HMF and levulinic acid. Lewis acids and Brønsted bases
have been commonly employed to catalyse the isomerization of
glucose to fructose, whereas the base-catalysed route has
received signicantly less attention due to its low yield (<10%)
and selectivity to fructose.24–27 Tertiary amines have exhibited
good selectivity towards fructose, and have been shown to be
a viable catalyst for fructose production with 32% yield.28

Accordingly, the catalytic performance of organosilica nano-
particles containing isolated –NH2 and both –NH2 and –C18
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
moieties was nally explored for the isomerization of glucose to
fructose in water.
Experimental section
Synthesis of silica nanoparticles

The synthesis of silica nanoparticles (NPs-SiO2) was carried out
following the method previously described by Zhou et al. in
2014 (ref. 16) (Scheme 1). A solution (A) consisting of 316 g
ethanol, 56 g H2O Milli-Q® and ammonium hydroxide solution
(NH4OH) was prepared. Meanwhile, 18.6 g of tetraethylortho-
silicate (TEOS) and 18.6 g of ethanol were mixed (solution B).
Solution A was stirred for 10 min with reux at 40 °C, while
solution B was stirred for 5min at room temperature. Solution B
was then added to solution A and le under stirring with reux
at 40 °C for 30 min. The resulting solution was centrifuged in an
AVANTI J-25 XP centrifuge at 12 000 rpm for 10 min and washed
successively with water at the same speed and time, until
neutral pH. Finally, the solid obtained was dried at 60 °C
overnight. The amount of ammonium hydroxide used was
varied between 3.5 and 29 g, depending on the desired particle
size. Tetraethylorthosilicate (98%) and NH4OH solution (28–
30% NH3 in H2O) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Absolute
ethanol was supplied by Scharlab. Pure silica nanoparticles
were labelled as NPs-SiO2.
Synthesis of functionalized NPs-SiO2

For obtaining functional NPs-SiO2, the synthesis of silica NPs
was carried out as previously described,16 with minor modi-
cations (Scheme 1). For the synthesis of mono-functionalized
NPs-SiO2, the corresponding organosilane precursor was
added 5 min aer the pre-hydrolysis of TEOS, at 40 °C in
a solution of ethanol–water. Then, the solution was le for
another 30 min with reux at 40 °C and stirring, before
centrifugation and washing process as described above. When
more than one function was incorporated, various organosilane
precursors were added in the following order: trimethox-
y(octadecyl)silane (ODTMSi), (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethox-
ysilane (MPTMSi) and (3-amino-propyl)trimethoxysilane
(APTMSi), stirring the solution for 5 min between the addition
of each precursor, and another 30 min aer the addition of the
last one. Then, the same synthesis process described before was
carried out to obtain the nal product. (3-Mercaptopropyl)tri-
methoxysilane (95%), (3-amino-propyl)trimethoxysilane (97%)
particles synthesis and functionalization.
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and trimethoxy(octadecyl)silane (technical grade) were supplied
by Sigma-Aldrich. Functional silica nanoparticles were named
as NPs-SiO2–R, where R corresponds to the organic moieties
incorporated (–SH/SO3H, –NH2, –C18).

Oxidation of thiol groups

The oxidation procedure of the thiol groups to sulfonic groups
was carried out in two stages: a rst oxidation with H2O2 and
a second acid process with H2SO4. For the oxidation, 1 g of
sample was added over 30 mL of H2O2. The solution was le
under stirring at room temperature for 4 h. The resulting solid
was recovered by centrifugation at 12 000 rpm for 10 min and
washed with distilled water to neutral pH. Finally, it was dried
overnight at 60 °C. The solid obtained was added over a 0.8 M
H2SO4 solution (30 mL of H2SO4 solution per gram of sample)
and le stirring at room temperature for 2 h. Again, the nal
solid was obtained as explained before. Hydrogen peroxide
solution (30% w/w) and sulphuric acid (ACS grade, 95–98%)
were provided by Sigma-Aldrich.

Fructose dehydration. General procedure

The procedure described by Bispo et al.29 was followed. Specif-
ically, 44 wt% fructose solution was prepared by dissolving 4.4 g
of fructose in 5.6 g of Milli-Q® water. For each reaction, solid
catalyst, 300 mg of fructose solution and 900 mg of a methyl-
isobutyl ketone–butanol (MIBK : BuOH) 70 : 30 solution were
weighed into a 2 mL microwave vial reactor. The reaction was
carried out in a Biotage® Initiator+ microwave apparatus. Aer
the reaction, the crude was ltered to recover the catalyst. Then,
10 mL H2O and 10 mL of MIBK : BuOH 70 : 30 solution were
added to the reaction medium. Then, aliquot of the reaction
was monitored in a LC-2030C Plus high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) system. For solvent testing, MIBK:-
BuOH solution was substituted by alternative solvents: MeOH,
1,4-dioxane, DMSO and acetone. D-(−)-Fructose ($99%), 4-
methyl-2-pentanone HPLC grade ($99%), 1-butanol HPLC
grade ($99.7%), methanol HPLC grade (99.99%) and anhy-
drous 1,4-dioxane (99.8%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

Glucose isomerization. General procedure

Reaction was carried out according to Liu et al.30 procedure.
Typically, solid catalyst, 5 g of water and 0.5 g of glucose were
added into a 5 mL microwave vial reactor. The reaction was
carried out in a Biotage® Initiator+ microwave apparatus with
2 min pre-stirring. Aer the reaction, the crude was ltered to
recover the catalyst. D-(+)-Glucose ($99.5%) was purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich.

HPLC analysis of reaction samples

The aqueous phases of the different samples were analysed
using an Aminex® HPX-874 300 × 7.8 mm column from Bio-
Rad Laboratories. A refractive index detector RID-20A detector
from Shimadzu Corporation was used to determine the
remaining fructose, while a UV-Vis detector was used to quan-
tify the HMF in the aqueous phase. The organic phase was
10146 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10144–10156
separated on xBridge® C18 5 mm 4.6 × 150 mm column by
WatersTM with UV-Vis detection for the analysis of HMF in this
phase. A wavelength of 253 nm was selected for the UV-Vis
detector. Samples from single-phase systems were analysed on
the Aminex® HPX-874 column, using both detectors. External
standard method was used for quantication. For that, a fruc-
tose and HMF calibration curve were obtained, independently,
using solutions of pure reactants.
Characterization techniques

CHNS content was determined with a EuroEA3000 elemental
analyser (Eurovector). Thermogravimetric and differential
thermal analysis (TGA-DTA) were performed in an airstream
with STA 449F3 Jupiter® analysed (NETZSCH). Nitrogen
adsorption isotherms were obtained at 77 K with a Micro-
meritics ASA™ 2420 volumetric adsorption apparatus, with no
sample pre-treatment. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
method was followed for surface area and pore volume deter-
minations.31 Surface area was calculated with the data in the
range from 0.04 to 0.2. The total pore volume was obtained from
the amount of N2 adsorbed at a relative pressure of 0.99. Finally,
the external surface area and micropore volume were estimated
using the t-plot method in the t range from 3.2 to 5. Solid-state
MAS-NMR spectra were obtained at room temperature under
magic angle spinning (MAS) in AV-400 and AV-III HD-400
spectrometers. The single pulse 29Si spectra were obtained
with a 7mmBruker BL-7 probe, at 79.5 MHz and using pulses of
3.5 ms, corresponding to a ip angle of 3/4 p radians, and
a recycle delay of 240 s for the 13C cross-polarization (CP)
spectra. 13C and 29Si NMR spectra were referenced to ada-
mantane and tetramethylsilane, respectively. For liquid
samples, ASCEND 400 and UltraShield 300 systems were used.
All equipment was provided by Bruker. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) was performed in a JEOL model JEM-
1400Flash with a STEM detector. For the analysis, a small
amount of the sample was dispersed in dichloromethane. Then,
a drop was placed on a nickel grid and dried under a lamp for
2 h. HR-FESEM analysis were performed with a ZEISS Gem-
iniSEM500microscope. Specically, average size of the different
silica nanospheres obtained in this study was conrmed aer
the measurement of 100–130 individual particles from different
TEM images (Table S1†).
Results and discussion
Nanoparticles synthesis

In general, these silica nanospheres materials are synthesized
through sol–gel processes that consist of the hydrolysis of an
inorganic salt or an alkoxide in the presence of an acid or a base
as a catalyst.6,9 Synthesis in basic media allows the formation of
monodisperse spherical particles of a wide range of sizes, unlike
acid-catalysed systems. Other chemical synthesis routes such as
chemical vapour deposition (CVD) have proven to bemore toxic,
expensive and energy-consuming.9 Therefore, the Stöber
method is the most widely used approach to obtain silica
nanoparticles. Both the temperature and time used during this
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (a) Influence of NH4OH concentration in particle size. (b)
Correlation between particle size and surface area.
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process vary considerably between the procedures followed by
different research groups.16,32–34 In this work, the mildest
possible conditions were used. Specically, pure silica nano-
particles were synthesized based on the Stöber method
described by Zhou et al. (2014),16 as shown in Scheme 1.
Specically, during the synthesis process, rst, hydrolysis of the
silica precursors in the presence of water and basic media takes
places. Subsequently, the hydrolysed silylated product can
condense with itself or with other silicon precursors, resulting
polymerized silica in the form of regular-size nanoparticles
(Scheme S1†).

Non-functionalized silica nanoparticles. Silica nanoparticles
(NPs-SiO2) were synthesized following a previously described
method,16 as it was above explained, with modications in the
NH4OH concentration used during the synthesis process
between 0.20 and 2.8 M, in order to obtain different particle
sizes.10 Subsequently, their characterization was carried out by
elemental analysis (EA), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), N2

adsorption, and both transmission and scanning electronic
microscopy (TEM and HR-FESEM). The characterization results
evidenced that the silica nanoparticles obtained did not exhibit
structural order and their corresponding X-ray diffraction
spectra showed amorphous materials. The characterization of
these materials was mainly carried out by electronic micros-
copy, in order to determine their morphology. In fact, obtained
micrographs conrmed the effective preparation of dense
spherical nanoparticles (Fig. 1). It was observed that the particle
size increased considerably by increasing the concentration of
NH4OH added during the synthesis from 0.20 to 2.8 M. Fig. 2
shows an increase from approximately 30 nm to 400 nm by
increasing the NH4OH concentration thirteen times. This
growth in particle size with the concentration was observed up
to [NH4OH] = 1.6 M, and similar sizes were obtained for both
2.0 M and 2.8 M (Table S1†). A higher agglomeration was also
Fig. 1 Electronic microscopy images of silica nanoparticles. (a) SEM
[NH4OH] = 1.6 M, (b) SEM [NH4OH] = 0.39 M, (c) TEM [NH4OH] =
1.6 M, (d) TEM [NH4OH] = 0.20 M.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
observed for smaller particle sizes. During synthesis procedure,
NH4OH acts as a base catalyst in the hydrolysis process of the
siliceous precursor, TEOS. A higher concentration of NH4OH
leads to a higher hydrolysis and condensation rate of silicate
species, the nucleation period becomes shorter and generates
a lower number of particles but with a larger size.10 Nitrogen
adsorption isotherms showed that nanoparticles exhibit
a reduced porosity and free porous volume associated to non-
porous character of the obtained nanoparticles (Fig. S1†). As
expected, surface area was inversely proportional to particle size
(Fig. 2b and Table S1†). The 29Si NMR spectra (Fig. S2†) showed
two main chemical shis at approximately −100 and −110 ppm
corresponding to silicon atoms Q3 (Si(OH)(OSi)3) and Q4

(Si(OSi)4), respectively. As expected, a high percentage of Q4-type
silicon atoms (70–75%), corresponding to the polymerized
silica, was observed. This was complemented by 30–35% of Q3-
type silicon atoms due to the silanol groups (Si–OH) located on
the surface of the nanoparticles. This ratio is maintained in
practically all the synthesized materials regardless of the
NH4OH concentration used during the synthesis process.

Functionalized silica nanoparticles. With the aim to
generate advanced materials with different accessible active
functions, several organosilane precursors were introduced in
the synthesis gel. For that, 1.6 M was the NH4OH concentration
chosen, considering that the previously reported results evi-
denced that organic moieties could be successfully incorpo-
rated over the nanoparticles surface, at this particle size.16

Additionally, several materials were prepared in similar condi-
tions, but using [NH4OH] = 0.20 M, favouring the formation of
nanospheres with smaller particle size and higher external
surface. All prepared samples showed XRD spectra of amor-
phous materials, evidencing absence of structural order.

Propyl-thiol (–SH), propyl-amino (–NH2) groups and C18

hydrocarbon chains (–C18), independently, were directly
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10144–10156 | 10147
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incorporated on the surface of silica nanoparticles, following
the synthesis process previously discussed (Scheme 2). The
mono-functional catalyst containing propyl-aminomoieties was
also synthetized at smaller particle size for further catalytic
applications, using a more reduced concentration of NH4OH
base catalyst.

The chemical composition of the mono-functionalized NPs-
SiO2 materials was obtained by CHNS analysis (Table 1). Total
organic content was calculated using data both from elemental
and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Within these materials,
the highest organic content was reached when incorporating –

C18 moieties, due to the higher molecular weight of the long
hydrocarbon chains present in the composition of the hybrid
nanoparticles. Moreover, sulphur-containing nanoparticles
showed lower sulphur incorporation than expected. A higher
incorporation of the organic fragments was observed when
small particle size nanoparticles were synthetized. When
comparing the amino mono-functionalized nanoparticles
(Table 1, entries 3 and 4), the nitrogen percentage was almost
the double when lowing the particle size.

Same tendency was observed when other functional groups
were also present (Table 1, entries 7 and 8) and when comparing
sulphur content in materials containing sulphonic groups
(Table 1, entries 5 and 6) in bi-functional organosilica
nanoparticles.

Thermal stability of the obtained materials was considered
by thermogravimetrical analysis (TGA). All samples showed an
initial loss (I) between 20 °C and 120 °C associated with
adsorbed water and remaining NH4OH. A second weight loss
(II) was observed from 250–300 °C to 600–700 °C, corresponding
to the degradation of the organic moieties present in the silica
surface of nanoparticles. Water dehydroxylation was also
detected in a third loss (III). This phenomenon corresponds to
the water formed at high temperature because of the conden-
sation of silanol groups. Therefore, the materials synthetized
were stable up to 250–300 °C, approximately. Fig. 3(a)–(d) shows
the thermogravimetrical analyses obtained for mono-functional
NPs-SiO2, being observed the more pronounced loss in the
organosilica NPs containing –C18 groups due to the higher
molecular weight of these surface moieties, such as was also
detected by elemental analysis (Table 1).

Subsequently, two organosilane precursors were simulta-
neously incorporated on the nanoparticle surface in order to
introduce two types of functional groups available on the
surface of the same material (Scheme S2†). Next, the three
organic chains were incorporated simultaneously to maximize
Scheme 2 Mono-functional silica nanoparticles synthetized. (a) NPs-SiO
(hydrophobic character).

10148 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10144–10156
the functionalities of the silica nanoparticles. Bi-functional
NPs-SiO2 containing –NH2 groups were incorporated in
a molar ratio –C18/–NH2 1 : 4 and –SH/–NH2 1 : 1, respectively.
The synthesis was rst carried out with [NH4OH] = 1.6 M in
order to be comparable with all materials previously described.
Tri-functional nanoparticles were synthesised with molar ratios
C18/–NH2 1 : 4, C18/–SH 1 : 4 and –SH/–NH2 1 : 1. Tri-functional
and bi-functional materials containing both C18 and NH2

moieties, and C18 together with –SH moieties, were additionally
obtained using [NH4OH] = 0.20 M, to generate multi-
functionalized materials with higher external area.

The results of the elemental analyses of the above multi-
functional materials are summarized in Table 1 (entries 5–9).
According to the above results, the effective incorporation of
organic fragments was conrmed without notable differences
between the values determined by elemental or thermogravi-
metrical (TGA) analyses. In addition, similar theoretical and
experimental C/S, C/N and N/S molar ratios were reached in
most cases. Moreover, no difference was seen between oxidized
and non-oxidized materials, in the case of nanoparticles con-
taining thiol and derived sulfonic groups. It should be noticed
that small nitrogen amount in samples which propyl-amino
chain is not present was detected, corresponding to the
remaining NH4OH used as base catalyst during the synthesis
process. Referred to TGA, no notable differences were observed
between all the materials synthesized and the previous ones
(Fig. 3e and S4†), being 250–300 °C the stability range temper-
ature of the materials, considering the thermal degradation of
the external organic moieties.

Specically, when adding –SH and –C18 chains simulta-
neously (Table 1, entry 5), the organic incorporation was lower
than expected. On the contrary, when using 0.20 M as NH4OH
concentration and thus decreasing the particle size, the organic
incorporation achieved was as expected, being close to the
experimental and theoretical C/S molar ratios (Table 1, entry 6).
Furthermore, an increase from 5% to 21 wt% in the total
organic content was observed, proving that better results are
obtained by decreasing the particle size down to ∼30 nm.
Regarding bi-functional nanoparticles containing –NH2 moie-
ties (Table 1, entries 7–8) and tri-functional nanoparticles
(Table 1, entry 9), both theoretical and experimental ratios
resembled and similar percentages of organic content were
reached, corroborating the presence and preservation of
organic moieties such as those present in the starting
precursors.
2–SO3H (acid sites), (b) NPs-SiO2–NH2 (basic sites), (c) NPs-SiO2–C18

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Organic content of the different functionalized-silica nanoparticles determined by elemental and thermogravimetric analyses and,
theoretical and experimental C/S, C/N and N/S molar ratios. For all materials C18/NH2 1 : 4, SH/NH2 1 : 1

Entry Catalyst [NH4OH] % N % C % H % S % Organic contenta (EA) % Organic contentb (TGA) C/Sc C/Sd C/Nc C/Nd N/Sc N/Sd

1 NPs-SiO2–SO3H 1.6 0.15 1.3 1.4 0.77 3.5 4.2 3.0 4.6 — — — —
2 NPs-SiO2–C18 1.6 0 37 6.8 0 44 42 — — — — — —
3 NPs-SiO2–NH2 1.6 3.7 9.4 3.0 0 16 13 — — 3.0 3.0 — —
4 NPs-SiO2–NH2 0.20 6.1 16 4.3 0 27 22 — — 3.0 3.1 — —
5 NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H 1.6 0 3.0 1.2 0.43 4.6 6.7 7.5 19 — — — —
6 NPSi–SiO2–C18–SO3H 0.20 0 14 3.4 4.0 21 25 7.5 8.9 — — — —
7 NPs-SiO2–C18–NH2 1.6 2.9 17 4.2 0 24 22 — — 7.5 7.1 — —
8 NPs-SiO2–C18–NH2 0.20 3.7 22 4.9 0 31 26 — — 7.5 7.1 — —
9 NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H–NH2 0.20 2.1 20 4.3 5.6 32 33 11 9.4 11 11 1.0 0.88

a Calculated without taking into account the % N in materials that did not contain the precursor APTMSi. b Calculated from the loss between (200–
600 °C), without considering the adsorbed water molecules. c Theoretical molar ratio. d Experimental molar ratio.

Fig. 3 Thermogravimetrical analysis of the different materials: mass
loss (TGA, black lines) and derivative curves (DTA, red lines) of (a) NPs-
SiO2–SH, (b) NPs-SiO2–SO3H, (c) NPSi–SiO2–C18, (d) NPs-SiO2–NH2

and (e) NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H–NH2.

Fig. 4 SEM (a)–(d) images of: (a) NPs-SiO2; (b) NPs-SiO2–SO3H; (c)
NPs-SiO2–C18; (d) NPs-SiO2–NH2 [NH4OH] = 1.6 M.

Paper RSC Advances
Additionally, all samples were further characterized using
electronic microscopy to analyze the morphology of the ob-
tained organosilica nanoparticles. Non-functionalized NPs-SiO2

showed a smooth surface such as it was observed in Fig. 4. All
other materials showed an external roughness morphology
associated with surface organic functionalization, obtaining
spherical particles in most cases. It was observed that a partial
loss of spherical morphology occurred when propyl-amino
groups were incorporated on the outer surface of the nano-
particles (Fig. 4d). In these cases, mostly small clusters of
incomplete spherical particles of heterogeneous size were
detected. This result can be attributed to the difference in the
polymerization rate of the alkyl-amino silylated precursors. In
these cases, a faster polymerization rate and a higher
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
incorporation of the organic moieties happened, being this
matter corroborated by thermogravimetrical analysis, as
mentioned before (Table 1). A higher rate would favour the
generation of incomplete nanospheres with irregular surface
and shape. These non-regular spherical particles were also
observed when adding functionalization to small-sized parti-
cles, not involving propyl-amino chains (Fig. S5†). In this case,
the reason could be the higher molecular size (–C18) of the
organic moieties in comparison to the size of silica nano-
particles. Moreover, the interaction of the organic fragments
from different small nanoparticles could be favoured resulting
in a higher agglomeration.

Textural properties obtained from the respective nitrogen
isotherms demonstrate the synthesis of non-porous multi-
functional materials. It is important to notice that higher
external surface when decreasing particle size was observed, for
the same composition, as it is shown in Table S2† (entries 3–8).
As it can be seen, the highest external surface area was reached
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10144–10156 | 10149
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in small-sized bi-functional NPs-SiO2 containing C18 and SO3H
moieties (Table S2,† entry 6).

The integrity of the incorporated organic fragments was
veried by 13C NMR spectroscopy. Spectra of individual mono-
meric organosilanes were simulated and chemical shis were
assigned to each carbon atom present in the functional groups
to establish a comparison with the obtained organosilica
nanoparticles. In particular, the chemical shi corresponding
to organic thiol groups was observed at 24 ppm, alkyl-sulfonic
groups at 54 ppm, alkyl-amino groups at 42 ppm and the
most characteristic band of the C18 chains at 30 ppm (Fig. 5a).
Multi-functional NPs-SiO2 materials showed chemical shis
corresponding to the organic moieties incorporated in each
case, proving the effective incorporation and preservation of the
functional groups (Fig. 5b). On the other side, no difference was
observed in any of these spectra when varying the nanoparticle
size. Thus, the 13C NMR spectra showed, for all materials, the
efficient incorporation and preservation of the functional
groups such as they were in their initial composition.

Functionalization percentage of silica nanoparticles was
conrmed by NMR spectroscopy. 29Si NMR showed up to 71% of
Q4-type (Si(OSi)4) and 29% of Q3-type (Si(OH)(OSi)3) silicon
atoms for NPs-SiO2. When adding external functionalization, an
additional chemical shis were observed corresponding to T
Fig. 5 (a) 13C NMR spectra of mono-functional silica nanoparticles:
NPs-SiO2–C18 (red line), NPs-SiO2–SH (black line), NPs-SiO2–SO3H
(blue line), NPs-SiO2–NH2 (green line). (b) 13C NMR spectra of bi-
functional NPs-SiO2–C18–NH2, NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H (red and black
lines) and tri-functional NPs-SiO2–C18–NH2–SO3H (blue line) silica
nanoparticles.
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silicon atoms (C–Si(OSi)3 and C–Si(OH)(OSi)2) between −55 and
−80 ppm. This signal corroborates the presence of Si–C bonds
in the NPs-SiO2, as in the case of the starting organosilanes.
This verication conrms the covalent integration of the
organic fragments in the silica matrix of the nanoparticles.
Moreover, the chemical shi of the T silicon atoms varies when
comparing the solid material and the corresponding liquid pure
monomeric precursors due to the different chemical environ-
ment. Specically, chemical shi can be found at around
−40 ppm in the spectra of the liquid organosiliceous precursor,
corresponding to atoms in T1 position (^C–Si(OEt)3) (Fig. S3†).
On the other hand, in solid state, this chemical shi is found at
around −60 ppm (Fig. 6). It can also be observed a chemical
shi at −100 ppm in the liquid precursor corresponding to
a partial hydrolysis of some organosilane monomers. For mono-
functional materials containing alkyl-thiol/sulfonic group, only
a slight peak was detected corresponding to this T-type chem-
ical shi, showing less incorporation level for this organosilane
(Fig. 6a and Table 2, entry 1). In addition, low proportion of
silicon atoms Q4-type detected in the catalyst containing alkyl-
amino groups (55%) with respect to the others mono-
functionalized materials (Table 2, entries 1–3) conrmed the
possible difference in the polymerization rate between TEOS
and the monomeric organosilanes used during the synthesis
process. So, in the NPs-SiO2 containing the alkyl-amino moiety,
–NH2 competes with TEOS leading to a worse polymerization
and a higher number of external hydroxyl groups. This basic
Fig. 6 (a) 29Si BD NMR spectra of mono-functional silica nano-
particles. (b) 29Si BD NMR spectra of bi-functional (red and black lines)
and tri-functional (blue line) silica nanoparticles. [NH4OH] = 1.6 M,
except NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H–NH2 prepared with [NH4OH] = 0.20 M.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 2 Contribution of each type of silicon atom estimated from 29Si
BD NMR spectra of the different materials. For all materials C18/NH2 1 :
4, SH/NH2 1 : 1

Entry Catalyst [NH4OH] % Q3 % Q4 % T

1 NPs-SiO2–SO3H 1.6 29 71 a

2 NPs-SiO2–C18 1.6 16 81 3
3 NPs-SiO2–NH2 1.6 38 55 7
4 NPs-SiO2–NH2 0.20 36 29 34
5 NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H 1.6 31 69 a

6 NPSi–SiO2–C18–SO3H 0.20 26 62 12
7 NPs-SiO2–C18–NH2 1.6 38 50 12
8 NPs-SiO2–C18–NH2 0.20 34 41 25
9 NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H–NH2 0.20 18 48 39

a Chemical sight detectable from NMR 29Si CP spectra but not
quantiable from NMR 29Si BD spectra.
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moiety (–NH2) has a strong inuence when –C18 and –SO3H are
cohabitating in the organosilica NPs because it favours their
incorporation (Table 2, entries 7–9).

Moreover, it is important to highlight the increase on the
organic incorporation (atoms in T position) when the particle
size is reduced (Table 2, entries 3–8), corroborating the results
obtained from elemental analysis. When adding more than one
organic group, a higher functionalization was reached. Thus,
the number of T-type silicon atoms was higher in bi-functional
materials and even highest in the tri-functional one (Table 2,
entries 3, 7 and 9). For multi-functional NPs-SiO2 materials
containing all three groups, up to 39% of organic incorporation
was obtained in ∼30 nm particle size, according to 29Si NMR
spectra (Fig. 6b and Table 2, entry 9), being this the highest
value reached. With these spectroscopic results, the successful
synthesis of functional silica nanoparticles was conrmed.

It is important to remark that for all materials synthetized
containing thiol groups, an oxidation of these previously
incorporated moieties was carried out in order to obtain the
active sulfonic groups (–SO3H). The effectiveness of the proce-
dure was followed by 13C NMR spectroscopy. The results
showed that the chemical shi at 24 ppm, corresponding to
thiol groups, was present in the materials prior to the oxidation
process, and disappeared aer the oxidation (Fig. 5a). In addi-
tion, a new chemical shi at 54 ppm appeared aer the oxida-
tion step, corresponding to the sulfonic groups, conrming the
success of the oxidation process.

Thus, the present study shows the effective synthesis of
spherical organosilica nanoparticles. Different organic frag-
ments, both isolated and combined, have been successfully
incorporated and preserved on its surface. These functionalized
materials offer different hydrophobic/hydrophilic, acidic and
basic properties that will be explored below for catalysed
biomass conversion.
Scheme 3 HMF as a platform molecule.
Catalytic activity

Dehydration of fructose to HMF. Among several others, HMF
is a vital platform molecules, which can be readily obtained
through dehydration chemistry from carbohydrates (cellulose,
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
sucrose, fructose, glucose, starch, inulin) in the presence of acid
catalysts. Its unique structure containing different functional-
ities (C]C, C]O, C–OH, furan ring) allows the production of
fuel additives, monomers (polymers), solvents, surfactants,
herbicides, macrocycles, and other valuable chemicals by cata-
lytic oxidation, hydrogenation, hydrogenolysis, amination and
cascade reactions (Scheme 3).29,35 The most widely described
route for the production of HMF is the acid catalysed dehy-
dration of a hexose, in which three water molecules are
consecutively eliminated (Scheme 4). From thermodynamic and
kinetic standpoints,36 the production of HMF by fructose
dehydration in presence of acid catalysts is an attractive alter-
native, and the fructose can be derived from the isomerization
of glucose in a basic medium (Scheme 4). Glucose is a cheaper
alternative to fructose and represents between 35 and 50% of
the composition of the lignocellulosic biomass.37

Therefore, the benets of C18 hydrocarbon chains (–C18) over
the catalytic performance of mono-functionalized silica nano-
particles with propyl-sulfonic groups (–SO3H) were investigated,
using a combination of methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) and 1-
butanol in a ratio of 70 : 30 as suitable solvent for fructose
dehydration. This mixture, immiscible with water, allows the
formation of a biphasic system that facilitates the continuous
extraction of the HMF formed in the aqueous phase.

The catalytic activity of catalyst containing isolated sulfonic
groups and both –C18 and –SO3H moieties were rstly tested for
production of HMF from fructose (Fig. 7). The catalytic tests
were carried out in a sealed vial under microwave irradiation.
Microwave heating has numerous advantages over conventional
heating, such as higher reaction rate, better yields and higher
selectivity, high reproducibility due to the homogeneity of
microwave irradiation and, nally, lower energy consump-
tion.38,39 The data from Fig. 7 for the fructose conversion and
HMF yield showed the benets of the incorporation of the
hydrophobic chain over the catalytic activity of the acid cata-
lysts. Higher HMF yield and fructose conversion were obtained
in the presence of the amphiphilic catalysts. These results were
attributed to the hydrophobic properties of the alkyl chain that
enhance reactivity due to better dispersion and organization of
the amphiphilic catalyst with hydrophobic alkyl chain and polar
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10144–10156 | 10151



Scheme 4 Formation of HMF from fructose catalysed in acid medium
and fructose from glucose basic isomerization.

Fig. 7 HMF yield (-) and fructose conversion ( ) obtained for the
fructose dehydration in the presence of solid acid catalysts: (a) NPs-
SiO2–SO3H, (b) NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H 1 : 4 C18/SH molar ratio, particle
size of ∼400 nm, (c) NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H 1 : 4 C18/SH molar ratio,
particle size of ∼30 nm. Reaction composition: 300 mg fructose
solution, 900 mg MIBK : BuOH 70 : 30 and 0.63 S mol%, 160 °C,
10 min.

Fig. 8 Trends of HMF yield ( ), fructose conversion ( ), HMF aqueous
phase ( ) and HMF organic phase (�) as a function of reaction condi-
tions. Reaction composition: 300 mg fructose solution, 900 mg
MIBK : BuOH 70 : 30 and NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H (1 : 4), particle size of
∼30 nm, 3.8 wt%.
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sulfonic groups, at the interface of the organic phase and water,
favouring mass transfer and migration of HMF to the organic
phase aer its formation. On the other hand, the catalytic
performance of the NPs-SiO2 with particle sizes of ∼300 and
∼30 nm was previously tested and the yield of HMF was <1%,
while the degradation of fructose was observed. These results
allowed attributing the catalytic activity of the different func-
tionalized organosilica nanoparticles for the dehydration of
fructose to HMF to the presence of sulfonic groups.

However, when the catalytic performance of NPs-SiO2–C18–

SO3H catalysts with 1 : 4 C18/SH molar ratio and with different
particle size of ∼400 nm and ∼30 nm of particle size were
compared, only slightly superior catalytic data of glucose
conversion and HMF yield were reached in the presence of the
catalyst with lower particle size (Fig. 7). These results may
suggest that selectivity and activity are correlated only with the
number of acidic centres. Thus, NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H catalyst
with∼30 nm of particle size was considered the best catalyst for
further study to optimize the reaction parameters. The Fig. 8
displayed the trend of fructose conversion and HMF yield when
the reaction temperature and time were varied. A progressive
10152 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10144–10156
increase in conversion is observed under harsher reaction
conditions until the maximum at which fructose is completely
converted is reached. Complete conversion involves thermal
degradation of fructose, which takes place from 100–105 °C to
produce oligomerization products, hydration and aromatic
compounds (Fig. 8).40 Progressive increase in HMF yield was
observed with increasing reaction time and temperature,
reaching a maximum at 180 °C and 3 min. This increase was
more intense from 150 °C. An increase of 40 °C (from 100 to 140
°C) is observed to result in a 20% increase in fructose conver-
sion, but had hardly any effect on the HMF yield, which only
increased from 0% to 2.8%. In contrast, an increase in
temperature from 140 °C to 150 °C resulted in a yield increase of
10%. At 150 °C, a total yield increase of 30% was achieved by
increasing the reaction time from 1.5 to 11 min. At that point,
the greatest change occurred with increasing reaction temper-
ature, with a maximum yield of 60% HMF being achieved at
180 °C and aer 3 min of reaction. Further increase in
temperature induced higher HMF degradation leading to lower
HMF yields.29

In all cases, the HMF yield analysed in organic phase was
higher than yield remaining in aqueous phase. These trends
supported the efficiency of the continuous extraction process of
HMF from aqueous phase regardless of the reaction conditions
used. Under the optimized reaction conditions, practically
complete conversion of fructose was reached, with 61% HMF
selectivity, the HMF partition coefficient (R) was 3.1 (organic
phase/water).

Next, the effect of the amount of catalyst on the yield and
selectivity of HMF was explored, varying in the range of 2–
9.5 wt% with respect to fructose, at 180 °C and for 3 min TOS.
Practically no variation of HMF yield and fructose conversion
were noted and the maximum data were achieved with 3.8 wt%
of catalyst (Fig. S6†).

Different studies explored the effect of solvents over the
preparation of HMF from fructose, including water,41 alcohols,42

DMSO (aprotic solvent),17–19 ionic liquids23 and solvent
mixtures.20 Aqueous systems are the more attractive but HMF
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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yields are generally <65% due to HMF rehydration to levulinic,
formic acids and humins production. The addition of DMSO,
a polar aprotic solvent to aqueous systems allowed improving
fructose conversion from 91% to 94% and HMF selectivity from
60% to 67%.20 The effect of solvent on the rate and selectivity of
fructose dehydration have been clearly reported. However, the
use of DMSO, due to the complex recovery of HMF, requires a lot
of energy and also leads to yield losses, which means that on an
industrial level it is unaffordable.21 Therefore, the effects of the
nature of solvent and the presence of two phases were explored
using water, 1,4-dioxane, methanol and DMSO instead of the
mixture MIBK:BuOH, employing the amphiphilic NPs-SiO2–

C18–SO3H catalyst (Fig. 9). For all systems, a single-phase reac-
tion system was obtained. The reactions were carried out at
160 °C for 10 min. The maximum HMF yield and fructose
conversion were achieved using biphasic system MIBK:BuOH/
H2O, enabling the continuous extraction of HMF from aqueous
phase and lowering secondary reactions. Among the studied
single-phase systems, DMSO showed the best results, while the
worst result was obtained in water due to the secondary reac-
tions favoured in this medium (rehydration and humins
formation).

Taking into account previously published works,43,44 the
reaction of fructose dehydration to HMF was considered as
a rst order process, and the rate of the reaction can be
expressed as:

v ¼ �1

a

d½A�
dt

¼ k½A�;

where k is the kinetic constant and [A] is the concentration of
fructose inmol L−1. Therefore, the different values of the kinetic
constants at 140 °C, 150 °C, 160 °C and 170 °C were calculated
(Fig. S7†) and the activation energy of the reaction, determined
from the Arrhenius equation, was 128 kJ mol−1 (Fig. S8†). This
value is in agreement with Ea obtained for Brønsted acid cata-
lysed reaction in water, with values in the range 124–
160 kJ mol−1,45 while in the case of sulfonic-acid-functionalized
Fig. 9 Influence of the solvent on the yield to HMF (-) and fructose
conversion ( ) at 160 °C and 10 min of TOS. Reaction composition:
300 mg fructose solution, 900 mg solvent and catalyst NPs-SiO2–
C18–SO3H 1 : 4 C18/SH molar ratio, particle size of ∼30 nm, 3.8 wt%.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
mesoporous SBA-15 catalyst the determined Ea was 109 kJ mol−1

in DMSO.46

Finally, an attempt of reuse of the catalyst revealed
a decrease in HMF yield and selectivity in comparison to fresh
catalyst, achieving 42% HMF yield and 52% HMF selectivity, at
180 °C aer 3 min of TOS (Table S3†). This result can be
attributed to a decrease in the number of active acid sites since
elemental analysis showed a decrease in sulphur content aer
the rst run, from 3.9 to 2.7 wt% (Table S4†).

A comparison of the results with recent literature (Table S5†)
revealed that similar HMF yield and selectivity data were
achieved.47–57 The best results were obtained using DMSO as
solvent, due to its great ability to suppress side reactions, being
able to reach yields close to 100%.

Thus, we can conclude that the catalytic system described
here using a biphasic medium (H2O/MIBK:BuOH) and an
amphiphilic and acidic catalyst (NPs-SiO2–C18–SO3H) showed
similar results to those described in a shorter reaction time.

Isomerization of glucose to fructose. Commonly, the isom-
erization of glucose to fructose has been performed in the
presence of Lewis acids and Brønsted bases. The base-catalysed
route has received less attention due to its low yield (<10%) and
selectivity to fructose.24–27 However, the good catalytic perfor-
mance of tertiary amines have been recently reported and the
catalytic activity was attributed to the formation of hydroxide
ion in aqueous medium.28 Accordingly, the catalytic behaviour
of organosilica nanoparticles with two different particle sizes
and containing isolated –NH2 and both –NH2 and –C18 moieties
for the isomerization of glucose to fructose in water was
Fig. 10 Data of fructose yield (-), glucose conversion ( ) and selec-
tivity ( ) for the glucose isomerization in the presence of (a) NPs-SiO2–
NH2, particle size of ∼400 nm, (b) NPs-SiO2–C18–NH2, particle size of
∼400 nm, (c) NPs-SiO2–NH2, particle size of ∼30 nm, (d) NPs-SiO2–
C18–NH2, particle size of∼30 nm. Reaction conditions: 100 °C, 10min,
5 mol% N respect to glucose.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10144–10156 | 10153
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explored. According to Fig. 10, catalysts with smaller organo-
silica nanoparticles exhibited better catalytic results in terms of
fructose selectivity and yield (Fig. 10). Moreover, the presence of
hydrophobic C18 moieties hardly had any inuence on the
catalytic performance of the catalyst and the NPs-SiO2–NH2 with
silica nanoparticles of ∼30 nm showed higher catalytic perfor-
mance, and maximum 5% fructose yield with 13% fructose
selectivity were achieved. Since the reaction takes place in
aqueous medium with hydrophilic reactant and product, the
amphiphilic character of the NPs-SiO2–C18–NH2 did not play
a crucial role in the dispersion and solvation of the catalyst as
well as on its activity. On the other hand, the higher activity of
NPs-SiO2–NH2 with smaller silica nanoparticles can be attrib-
uted to the higher specic area and in turn to the higher
incorporation of amino groups leading higher number of active
sites (Tables S2† and 1), thereby enhancing the probability of
reaction.

Reaction temperature and time were varied in the presence
of the NPs-SiO2–NH2 catalyst (particle size of ∼30 nm) so as to
nd a maximum in fructose yield and selectivity. Fig. S9† shows
a progressive increase in glucose conversion with increasing
temperature up to 170–180 °C, where a maximum of 49%
conversion and a maximum fructose yield of 12% was reached.
Above 140 °C, fructose selectivity decreased due to its conver-
sion to HMF. However, varying the reaction time did not
improve either glucose conversion or fructose selectivity
(Fig. S9†). Under optimum reaction conditions, at 180 °C, 3 min
of TOS and 5 mol% N (respect to glucose), a 12% fructose yield
with 23% fructose selectivity were achieved. It is important to
note that the isomerization of glucose to fructose can be cata-
lysed by both Lewis and Brønsted base and acid sites. However,
the yield in the presence of bases is typically less than 10%,30

a yield similar to that obtained with NPs-SiO2–NH2 catalyst and
compared to other results reported in the literature (Table S6†).
A previous work compared the catalytic performance of amines
with different chemical structure (acyclic/cyclic amine), nature
of the functional group (primary, secondary, tertiary amine),
and pKa.28 The results revealed that trimethylamine could
isomerize glucose to fructose with similar selectivity (54%) and
yield (31%) as Sn-Beta.58 Also, the authors concluded the higher
catalytic properties of tertiary amines to isomerization process
due to its no participation in side reactions (Maillard reaction).
Subsequently, as future work, organosilica nanoparticles would
be functionalized with secondary and tertiary amines to maxi-
mize the catalytic properties towards the isomerization of
glucose to fructose.

Conclusions

Using an optimized Stöber method, the synthesis of organic–
inorganic hybrid silica nanoparticles including one, two and/or
three different accessible functionalities, being octadecyl, alkyl-
thiol and alkyl-ammonium groups, has been efficiently carried
out. These different organic moieties provide the silica nano-
particles with lipophilic, Brønsted acidic (aer oxidation to
sulfonic groups), Lewis-type and Brønsted-type basic properties,
respectively. All materials have been fully characterized showing
10154 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10144–10156
thermal stability up to 250–300 °C and a spherical and homo-
geneous morphology which is partially lost both upon intro-
duction of alkyl-amino functional groups and upon
functionalization of the smaller nanoparticles. Furthermore,
the inuence of the NH4OH concentration used during the
synthesis process on the nanoparticle size is shown, allowing to
reduce nanoparticles size down to 30 nm.

The possible uses of the prepared materials as amphiphilic
catalysts and with acid or base properties were evaluated. The
material with sulfonic groups and C18 alkyl chains, i.e. with
Brønsted acidic centres and hydrophilic/hydrophobic proper-
ties, has been used for the production of HMF by dehydration of
fructose in a biphasic system (H2O/MIBK:BuOH), obtaining
a 60% HMF yield. On the other hand, nanoparticles function-
alized with amino groups were used for the production of
fructose by glucose isomerization, with a yield of 12%. Both
reactions took place in short reaction times, owing to the use of
microwave heating, demonstrating the potential applicability of
the synthesized materials as future multifunctional hybrid
materials with controllable acid–base and hydrophobicity/
hydrophilicity properties to carry out different catalysed
reactions.
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